Dear

,

Thank you for your time.
I appreciate you following up with me.
Apologies for taking some time to turn this into a brief of sorts.
It’s quite long.
Background
1) In December 2009, whilst I was working at
[employer, name
redacted] as a senior manager, I was injured in a car accident travelling between
two work sites (
and
) by a driver who rear-ended my
vehicle at the better part of seventy kilometres per hour on
.
2) The driver did not immediately stop.
3) My private motor vehicle was written off. I received no compensation for this.
4) There was no blood or bone, or obvious signs of injury, beyond a bump on my
forehead, and I did not immediately realise that I was permanently injured.
5) I reported the accident to work, and to the police, pursuant to procedure.
6) The police were most unhappy, because apparently their procedures require them
to visit the accident site and make a report, even though it wasn’t their patch and
was weeks earlier.
7) In February 2010, I was diagnosed with a neck injury, resulting from whiplash, and
my WorkCover claim was accepted a short time afterward.
8) A short time after that, my role was made redundant. Against my wishes and better
judgment no one helped me to stay employed. This surprised me.
9) I thought it was supposed to be unlawful?
10)I ceased employment at
[employer, name redacted] in
2010 and did not return to permanent employment until June 2014.
Objectives
My intention in lodging this information with the Ombudsman is to:
1. comply with a request to escalate the issue to the Ombudsman;
2. add my voice and records to the evidence base, (despite the time lapse,) not
because I expect any new developments, but to offer the evidence up as
prospective proof that the "immoral and unethical" behaviour referred to in the
most recent Ombudsman's report, which reflects my own experience, has
been in evidence, minimally, since at least 2010; and
3. offer recommendations for change, based on my personal and professional
insights and analysis of the regulatory framework and its gaps, that I hope can
be taken into consideration by decision makers and investigators undertaking
the review responding to the two most recent Ombudsman's reports assessing
WorkCover.
4. As an observation, I would have thought that the review should also consider
the findings of the 2011 report.

7) The Why
I appreciate that the timeframe for expecting any outcome is long gone. However,
it is worth noting that it’s taken three Ombudsman’s reports to:
a) reach a point where the Government is open to acknowledging any fault at all
within the system on the side of the agents, and, more specifically, their
perverse misconduct incentivised by contractual performance arrangements;
b) for the Ombudsman to make a moral judgment about those outputs; and
c) for me to feel comfortable that the gaslighting, maladministration and
underperformance that I’ve previously experienced, might not be repeated.
8) This time my complaints might be taken on board with respect and actually heard,
with an open mind and a willingness to listen with an open mind.
The What
9) The concerns that I now raise with the Ombudsman, pertain to the overall
soundness of
/
[agent, name redacted] case management of
my claim.
10)In the time that I had an active claim:
a) (a claim that was terminated without my knowledge by a GP fed up with
[agent, name redacted] not paying his bills on time, and not paying him as
much as Medicare for the same service to give you some indication of the
knock-on effect of their underperformance);
b) my claim was plagued with changes in personnel, that were so frequent that it
made it impossible to realise the supposed benefits of case management ie
consistency.
c) there is functionally no assistance for people in my shoes, of being made
redundant shortly after being injured, to ‘get back to work’ available in the
system.
i) My recollection is that
[legal advisor, name redacted]
had no advice to offer, because it was such a rare event that anyone injured
would be made redundant.
ii) factually,
[agent, name redacted] had a material incentive to turn a
blind eye, both because
[employer, name redacted] is its
private client, and because the company immediately ceased making
payments to me, until the redundancy payout had been exhausted.
iii) It took weeks of argument to be referred to a job placement agency and that
agency failed to do any work to find me work.
iv) I was offered a temporary contract at some stage in 2009 and at that time
could not have been clearer that I would not take the work if it jeopardised
this hard-won access in any way. I was lied to and mislead. By
[agent, name redacted] and by the work placement agent. They both
stated that it would be “fine” They both declined any further help because as
far as they were concerned I my three month contract met the test of
“Sustainable employment”. Having gone out of my way and been at pains to
do the sensible thing by my long term interest I can say that these
have thoroughly destroyed my financial security for life. (My redundancy
coincided with the GFC and 55Thousand FTE people losing their jobs in my
industry up and down the eastern seaboard of Australia at state and Federal
levels of government.)
d) Lastly, my records were not kept accurately:
i) approvals made by my initial case manager, a man called
cannot be located.

,

really significant delay in getting around to enabling someone's access to
medical treatment per their doctor's referral looked like.
b) what can be the point of having a statutory timeframe if no penalties for breach
have been created? This is poor legal drafting.
Conflict of Interest
14) I exercised my right to appeal the decision.
15) Per the legislation, the appeal was assessed by an internal Clinical Manager
employed by the agent.
16) I appealed the request to meet with an IME because:
a) I'd already attended my full course of psychological counselling sessions,
b) I’d already paid for the treatment out of pocket; and as a result there seemed
to be:
i) no public benefit;
ii) no evident clinical benefit,
iii) no need for further treatment. (The counselling confirmed that
WorkCover is a very stressful experience that any ordinary person
would have the same reaction to, which is all I that I wanted to
know.)
iv) no basis for making any accurate comparison to my state of mind at
the time of the referral, (some half year earlier), and the present
day, to be able to make a reliable and reasonably informed
comparative judgement about the need or not for the recommended
treatment, which is the purpose of an IME visit as I understood it;
v) no statutory obligation on me to meet with an IME, that I could
understand, given the time lapse.
2) The change in the scope of practice seemed unsound because:
i) psychology and psychiatry don't hold each other's scope of practice in
particularly high esteem, and this lack of appreciation seems to be fairly
widely known; and
ii) in the past, when there’s been overlap between two scopes of practice,
(specifically: physio, osteo and clinical pilates) I was required to pick one,
and forgo the others, because of the actuarial limitations underpinning the
scheme, obliging agents to attribute changes in condition to just one cause,
on a percentage basis. (which must make perfect sense to an actuary but
isn’t how people receive treatment or go about getting better in the real
world.)
Point of order: IME pre-requisites and approval to become and IME
15) At the time that this change in practice was implemented, to be approved to
become an IME, there was a four point test set out in the regulations which has
since disappeared.
a) It previously required that IMEs should do three other things and also ‘instil
trust in the WorkCover system’ or words to this effect.
b) As the Ombudsman it may behove you to look into who was administering that
test, at that time, to know whether at least one IME was overlooked for his
inability to do any such thing, or, worse,

(b) for “sleep disruption’ rather than ‘counselling - about how to better
cope with the repeated maladministration of my WorkCover claim as
it happens,
(i) don’t map to the actual, literal terms of my GP’s request;
(ii) don’t reflect the medical status quo, or actual substantive need of
me at the time of their seeking treatment for me, or at all, at the
relevant time; and
(iii) were not a sound or pressing reason for changing the clinical
scope:
1. relative to any actual identified need; or
2. based on evidence in front of a non-clinical administrator, and/
or
3. objectively made, sound and reasonable decision making that
an unbiased person, not perversely incentivised to do
irrational things in a public safety net, by a profit motive, would
conclude is correct; and/or
4. any identifiable medical or clinical protocol governing who
gets what treatment, why and when.
5. Contractually in term of performance: being behaviour that is
either unauthorised or else prohibited by terms of the written
and implied agreements reached between:
a. WorkCover executives and directors; and
b.

[agent, name redacted] Directors and

c. The Minister; and
d. State Government; if not ‘just’ the people of Victoria,
whose trust and taxes this business benefits from as a socalled ‘safety net’; and lastly
6. is maladministration, inconsistent with
s [agent, name
redacted] own routine procedure, which provides for a
qualified medical person to be consulted only on appeals, and
not initial applications for referral to medical specialists.
38) My concern is that
and her team appear to have engaged in the
“immoral and unethical” behaviours identified in the most recent Ombudsman's
report.
39) The report notes that these were aimed at convincing claimants to abandon the
system, which I did do, due to the heavy toll on my self-worth, finances, other
opportunities (opportunity cost) and confidence caused by the unreasonable
negligence, maladministration and lack of care or duty, shown toward me; and
40) the previously unreported problem, that I was sent to meet a particular IME:
a) whom I do not think was eligible to be an IME, based on the regulatory
prerequisites, which begs the question,
i) how did he get there?
ii) Who evaluated his application?
iii) What evidence did they consider?

(2) instil "confidence in the WorkCover system".
48) If ethics, morality, equity and confidence in the system is any kind of priority, it
would have been appropriate to disclose to WorkCover claimants that they may be
coerced into meeting with accused
medicos using
WorkCover to rehabilitate themselves, as a question of fairness and good
judgement, if ethical qualities are considered important traits underpinning
confidence in the WorkCover system, which it would seem that today they now
are.
49) It's worth my stating that:
50) As an educated, English speaking, public administration savvy individual, with two
degrees in public policy and management, and more than a fifteen years'
experience navigating complex public services and systems in Victoria, Canberra
and Wellington at the time of my accident, I personally found it impossible to
successfully navigate WorkCover and access my rightful entitlements,
51) As an innocent party, injured in a car accident that I did not cause, and who was
made redundant against my wishes during that period, I have had my life and
career completely destroyed in ways that I have done nothing to deserve.
52) Do you know how suspicious recruiters are of ‘gaps’ in your employment history?
53) The feeling of being personally victimised, neglected, abused and made to feel
powerless by a multi-national agent that I had no choice but to trade with, whom
the regulator regarded as "one of the better agents leaves me without any doubt
that people have committed suicide as a result of the treatment meted out by
agents;
54) the persistent let down, failure and disappointment that are hallmarks of this socalled safety net's design, needs to be brought back in house and taken away
from the private sector
55) The urban legend that the system is easy to rort, is one of the most ill informed,
ideological, cognitively dissonant lies that the State has done nothing to
discourage the media from perpetuating. Liberal and Labor, you are so intent on
getting people off State money and into Federal pension land that both levels have
forgotten it is your job to serve citizens.
56) WorkCover’s failure to do anything like what is says on the box and help me,
when I as at my most vulnerable and needed State assistance, is one of the
saddest learning curves I’ve ever had the displeasure to have to go on,
57) In particular, someone in my shoes of being made redundant, during my recovery
from injury, and who asked for help to stop that from happening, (so that I could
have a job to go back to) and my welfare and wellbeing were ignored
58) In the short term. I think this was because
[agent, name redacted] found
it cheaper for me to be made redundant than to keep me on my three quarter pay.
(Even this is a blatantly unfair provision, why would anyone want to be on less
money than they were earning? Why is the payable wage replacement capped at
all?)
59) I felt forced to stop pursuing my rights under my claim when
[agent, name
redacted] closed it out, not because I was no longer eligible or in need, but
because my GP stopped billing them for my mandatory visits to him.
a) This happened despite my posting current certificates of capacity to the agent
throughout the relevant period in complete compliance with my obligations.

b) The agent relied on my GP's failure to invoice it, as effective cessation and
termination of my claim.
60) The persistent non-payment and late payment of invoices by
[agent,
name redacted], coupled with my GPs preference for being paid, meant that my
visits were billed to Medicare, for a period of time, something I had no knowledge
or notice of.
61) I discovered what had happened, when I attended the clinic and learned that my
GP had left the practice.
62) I also assume that Medicare paid him more than WorkCover.
63) Prices should never be sleighted in a Schedule. It is not flexible enough to keep
up.
[Sidebar Currently,
•

dividing one hundred percent between two treatments is in the ‘too hard
basket,’ even though there is already guess work is already taking place:
(healthcare is a secondary market. You can’t buy health).

•

stopping someone injured from accessing all of the medical treatments in
the market that can get them back to work is seen to make sense; either
because:
o one is too similar to another for the purposes of attribution; or

o because a treatment isn’t listed on the Schedule is seen t make
sense.
•

With respect, this is a clinically high risk, impractical and irrational
approach aimed at making an accountant’s job easier.

•

Would you want this to happen to you?

•

Why are we allowing an actuarial to dictate the medical assistance that an
injured party is allowed to access, and who didn’t think that would be
harmful?

•

This is a public purpose scheme funded by citizens.

•

It must start holding agents accountable for first principles and social
outcomes.

•

It begs the question: whether agents have a role to play in getting injured
workers back to work and be meaningfully acting as case managers in the
clinical sense of the title; or are they desk bound administrators employed
to fill in forms and get people off the books as cheaply and quickly as
possible? ]

c) The referral to
represents the second time, in as many GP referrals,
that
[agent, name redacted] was seeking to send me to an IME not
in the same scope of practice as the one my primary treater had requested.
d) This concerned me because it:
i) was inconsistent with past practice; and
ii) seemed to be a new avoidance tactic.
17) On the earlier occssion,

•

I'd been experiencing pins and needles in my arms, from time to time,
for no obvious reason.

•

This was suggested to be related to the nerve damage in my neck. (i.e.
a neurological problem consistent with my diagnosis and long-range
prognosis for my injury, which is that I will eventually need surgery to
fuse some discs).

•

At best, pins and needles are a minor inconvenience, and are
emphatically not painful.

•

Nevertheless, I was sent to see a "pain manager", and not a
neurosurgical IME.

18) The pain management IME (
, referred to in
's 2011 letter)
signed a standard form letter stating that he was "unable to recommended
neurosurgical treatment", or words to this effect.
19) Impliedly, this will be because:
a) neurosurgery is not within his scope of practice of a pain management
professional; and as a result:
b)

lacked the insurance, qualification and indemnification for making
any such recommendation, professionally.

20) Nevertheless,
[agent, name redacted] took the practitioner at their word,
and declined to fund the treatment at all, on the understanding that the treatment
wasn't recommended at all, and so was an unsuitable response to my
symptoms, rather than that neurosurgery was out of scope for
.
21) When I called to raise this issue,
[agent, name redacted] informed me
that “all doctors are doctors”. The person I was speaking to, who may have been
, did not dispute me when I offered that ‘by that rationale you could send
me to a veterinarian.’
Sidebar
•

It begs the question what training and testing does the regulator do that these
agents have gotten to this position?

•

Who’s role is it to define and review and assess key performance indicators?

22) What are the KPIs for the scheme, and are they all actuarial and private sector
financial risk oriented?
23) What has been the regulators response to the high turn over of case managers in
the industry, and the impact of this endless parade of people on the aims and
intentions of so called ‘case management’?
24) Why is case management different in the WorkCover scheme to it’s clinical
equivalent devised around the same time in the health sector?
Conflict of interest
25) Because appeals:
a) Appeals are handled internally by an agent; and
b) there is presently no independent avenue for appealing a case manager's
request, (or having it scrutinised), outside of the agent itself, (which is a
pronounced conflict of interest,)

my appeal was denied, and my reimbursement was going to be withheld, if I
did not do as I was being directed.
26)

[agent, name redacted] case management insisted that my refund hinged
on my meeting with an IME, describing it to me as "just a formality" even though
they were outside the statutory timeframe.

27) On the understanding that:
a) unless I met with the IME, I would not be reimbursed for payments already
made;
b) there seemed to be no penalty to
[agent, name redacted] for being
overdue, and well outside of the statutory timeframe, for responding to my
referral,
c) there were no rights of mine that the scheme's available appeals process was
prepared to uphold; and
d) no one else in the system:
i) had any advice for me on 'what happens when this lack of scope
consistency and failure to meet deadlines happens'? and
ii) thought it was possible an agent would be engaging in such fundamental
maladministration, negligence or corruption; and because
e)

[agent, name redacted] told me that the meeting was a 'formality,"
I was coerced into meeting with

.

28) I attended the appointment, deeply unimpressed that this was the only way
[agent, name redacted] and WorkCover had made available for me for proceed
with my application for compensation.
29) I was not minded to be helpful because I regarded what they were doing as
illegitimate and lacking integrity.
30) At the meeting in

's office:

a) I answered his questions regarding my name, date of birth and reason for
being in his office, which was that I needed to see him in order to be
reimbursed for outlays I’d made.
b) It’s my recollection I declined to disclose any relevant clinical information to
because of all the reasons cited above, and because
i) I was on a 45 minute lunch break from my contract, which was nearly over
and I hadn’t eaten and I didn’t want to be financially penalised;
ii) And secondly, the meeting had been sold to me by
[agent, name
redacted] as a “ just formality”, so what would be the point?
iii) There was no intention to access further medical treatment that I was aware
of, or had consented to.
31) I note that the Ombudsman’ report agrees that agents frequently failed to provide
medical history to IMEs.
32) This was certainly the case for me, more often than not.
33) My recollection is that
complained to me that he didn't have my medical
records to hand when I met him, which is why he wanted to know “why are you
here today?”
34) This is the further reason, that I find it odd:

a) that
wrote a lengthy report, making a diagnosis, when there was
literally nothing to go on; and
b) to read
reference in her 2011 letter describing
able to prescribe medication for "sleep disruption".

as being

i) My GP referral was to psychological counselling.
ii) My sleep was not disrupted at that time;
iii) Because there were no medical records supplied, it wasn't something
can have known he was expected to assess, therefore, it’s mention
in her letter stands out as news to me.
35) Why did she think this?
36) Who has made this clinical judgment call?
37) What’s been their basis for making it?
38) Was the agent hoping that this man would prescribe me something that I had no
diagnosed clinical need for?
39) And worse than this, did she also send me knowing he had this prior professional
history?
Relationship of WorkCover to other jurisdictions
40) I've never previously complained about this issue, because there is no obvious
avenue for dealing with the matter,
41) Despite my lack of disclosure to him,
nevertheless prepared a report that
purports to be about me, that says that I suffer from some type of condition.
42) To this day, I may not read the report to know:
a) what it is that he says that I'm suffering from.
b) what his reasons are for believing this,
c) on what basis he's drawn his conclusions;
d) whether I should be seeking treatment, or
e) whether I am a danger to myself, or others, in not seeking treatment; and
f) as a result, I’ve been prevented from seeking a second opinion and distressed
to realise that someone thinks I am crazy, but won’t tell me what or why.
43) Under ordinary circumstances what happened to me as a claimant, had it
happened to me as a patient would give me rights arising under:
a) Victorian State and Federal Government Privacy legisation
b) Health Records Legislation;
c) Professional standards, either at
i) the College of Practitoners (for which
) and/or
ii) the Australian Health Practitioners Regulation Agency.
d) Prospectively, also Freedom of information laws,
e) Torts law; and /or
f) Consumer law.

44) In addition to making up a report that isn’t based on evidence,
a little-known loophole in the legislation to:

has used

a) deny me access to a report purporting to be about me, on the understanding
that to read it would do me more harm than not knowing whatever it is that he
says that I suffer from.
45) Factually, there was no clinical evidence supplied to
by myself, or
[agent, name redacted] for him to be able to generate any such document and
this be regarded as sound.
46) In the alternative, is it right that I haven’t been able to seek treatment or take steps
to get a second opinion?
47) On the understanding that there is no fiduciary duty of care arising between an
IME and a claimant, as a result of their “independence” does that mean there is
a) no duty of care at all? And/or
b) No rights arising?
About my mediation
48) I first learned about the report's existence at a supposedly neutral mediation
session, to discuss an unrelated matter.
49) My mediation hearing was to discuss reimbursement for outlays made for
hyperbaric therapy in the early stages of my diagnosis.
50) The therapy had been verbally approved, but not recorded in my written file by first
of fifteen case managers,
.
51)
52)

[agent, name redacted] possibly

had since ceased employment at
because of his performance.

made a number of procedural mistakes, not the least of which was:
a) verbally authorising treatment over the phone;
b) authorising treatment not on the Schedule, which is what I specifically called to
him to ask him about due to hyperbaric therapy being a very new and
innovative treatment in 2010, used by high end athletes; and
c) not recording his decision in my case file, including losing pieces of that file.

Record Keeping
53) To this day, there are documents missing from
records about me.

’s [agent, name redacted]

54) They minimally include:
a) my written objections to being made redundant;
b) all evidence of any steps that
[agent, name redacted] took to assure
itself my redundancy was compliant with WorkCover legislation (a task that is
arguably a conflict of interest for claimants to rely on them to perform, given
the market based relationship with my employer); and
c) the record of my phone call to
hyperbaric therapy.

in which he authorised my access to

55) Noting the findings and photos contained in the 2011 Ombudsman’s report about
the state of the drifts of paper and piles of files
[agent, name redacted] office.

56) It puzzles me that a multi-national as big and wealthy as
[agent, name
redacted] still uses paper based administration given the risks, waste, manual
labour and substantial business overheads associated with materials, handling,
storage, privacy compliance, cash flow entries and so on, however it’s also the
case that a contractor has no incentive to invest in a bespoke information system
the way that the State, who bears the risk that the contractor takes through its
actions and decisions functionally does.
57) Why doesn’t WorkCover want to regulate the scheme using real time data and
reporting and not selective sampling?
58) Regardless, I don’t understand why a profit motivated insurer would think there is
no money to be made from going electronic other than that it suited them not to
keep accurate records.
My mediation
59) My proceeding commenced with the mediator introducing himself as
suggesting that we "get a start on your hyperbolic therapy".

and

60) In case it isn't clear, "hyperbaric" is not the same as "hyperbolic" in its ordinary
English meaning.
61)

[agent, name redacted] distributed the IME report, purporting to be about
me, to strangers at my mediation, without notice to me, or consent from me, to do
so, and without the report being relevant to the matters on foot.

62) In doing so,

[agent, name redacted] breached:

a) Privacy,
b) Health Records; and also
c) patient duty of care and
d)

breached professional standards, regulated by the Australian Health
Practitioner Regulation Agency and the RNZCP, because the report cannot
have been based on relevant or current or actual clinical evidence to be able
to be relied on; and

e) common decency;
on their own poor:

[agent, name redacted] also endeavoured to rely

f) record keeping, as the primary reason that they shouldn't have to honour the
outlay, rather than the better argument that the treatment was not included as
an authorised treatment in the Schedule, which is itself an impediment to
treatment because it isn't maintained to be able to keep pace with market
prices.
63) The choice of legal argument, to me, is an indication of the standard of
performance that can only mean that the regulator hasn't been doing its job and
upholding standards and
[agent, name redacted] should be completely
barred from operating in Australia.
64) Because of the non-fiduciary "independent" nature of an IME / claimant
relationship, it isn't clear how any of these very high and very clear standards of
conduct apply to workers compensation schemes. This is a massive hole in the
legislation.
65) I invite the upcoming review to make it explicit how these different pieces of
regulation sit together and impact on innocent parties, who've done nothing more
than be injured in the course of their work; and the ways in which the desire to
keep costs down is resulting in citizens experiencing substantial delays in

accessing medical care including "urgent" medical care, that the State, employers
and agents have no right to expect citizens to fund out of pocket or be
disadvantaged by.
66) At the very least,
[agent, name redacted] and
did not meet and
did not respect the then scheme's own requirement that IME's must instil "Trust" in
the system, which was one of the conditions for being a registered IME.
67) The Freudian slip opening proceedings, and the way in which my evidence was
disregarded, indicated to me that the proceeding were far from neutral, from the
point in time the report was made available. I know that the report accuses me of
engaging in 'hyperbole,' or something to this effect. I also know that it isn’t based
on a clinical evaluation as I met with
as a formality and declined to share
anything clinical with him because that was not the purpose of the visit based on
what
[agent, name redacted] had had to say.
68) I was blindsided, victimised and my written, dated, objective evidence was treated
as though it had been discredited, or even manufactured whilst the Agent actually
engaging in that behaviour benefited from being able to misuse its power to bias a
meeting that upheld my rights and their wrongdoing.
69) That is not a neutral experience.
My case
70) The evidence suggests to me that

[agent, name redacted] was:

a) at least reckless and negligent, and
b) may have shown malice and intent to cause harm, in choosing this IME, with
this specific history, given that:
i) there was no clinical basis for believing I needed to be prescribed
medication at all,
ii) let alone prescribed medication dispensed by someone so ill-suited to
prescribing medication to a non-consenting patient, as this man has proven
himself to be, and will never not be responsible for or rehabilitate himself
from; and that
iii) the case management team was,
(1) ultra vires in exchanging the scopes of practice, at all;
(2) and compounded this by seeking treatment for an unconfirmed belief it
formed, I would say in hindisight, after I questioned its position,
regarding what was in my clinical interest in its unqualified opinion,
without any clinical reason for acting on that belief or any authority to do
so.
71) If you are going to investigate my case: these would be the questions to answer:
a) What are the regulatory grounds for a non-clinical case manager to
countermand a primary treater's referral and pick a different scope of practice?
b) Are case managers authorised to form a clinical opinion about an undiagnosed
malady and require claimants to attend a medical appointment to be assessed
for this?
c) Why are there no avenues of appeal outside of the conflicted ones that the
insurer has put in place?

The approval system is inadequate to meeting people’s urgent health and medical
needs and doesn’t afford claimants the kind of protection they have from the
maladministration of a motor vehicle claim when it obviously could have and needs
to.
In that scenario if an insurer takes an unreasonable amount of time to get a repair
done or doesn’t appoint an appropriate repairer (sending the car to a panel beater
when a mechanic is required for example, or a backyard operator instead of a
recognised business) there are protections and compensation payable.
None of that has been built into WorkCover I assume because its primary driver is to
get people off State books and onto Federal books.
From a citizen’s perspective both levels of Government are more worried about not
letting anyone access their entitlements than they are about the effect of this
behaviour on the confidence we have in them as owners and stakeholders of this net
that is anything but a safe.
Approval times are fine if you are a car or an object. They do not work for health care.
The State would be better off appointing public health networks to case manage
WorkCover claimants as they are better positioned than a private sector insurer to
manage the competing issues of budget, access to care and what is a fair and
reasonable impact to have on a citizen.
The choice to post me registered mail at several times the cost of an email is perhaps
the biggest indicator of the extent to which
[agent, name redacted] is only
profit driven to a point and how it would prefer to misuse money than open itself up to
being more closely scrutinised using data.
It's more than a little bit offensive to receive registered mail, when it is not necessary
because the correspondence is not time contingent, when they won't spend money
on your care.
I would also highlight that on at least one occasion I was expected to take unpaid
time off from work to attend a particular address that was one of many addresses that
the IME works from.
The system
[agent, name redacted] uses is only able to record one address
for an IME, which is how the error happened, I was never compensated, not
apologised to, and nor do I respect the problem that the people using that system
lack the skill to manually compensate for its short comings because you cannot have
it both ways.
I’m a tech consultant and as an eHealth advocate I am biased, but they to post
details of an appointment with an IME that has the wrong address because the IME
works out of more than one location but record keeping is only able to store one of
those locations is an avoidable, known problem at odds with the facts of medico life.
A Privacy and Health Records compliant, public sector standardised, centrally
funded, record keeping and reporting system, (prospectively as part of a national eHealth system, or else a joined up Justice sector prison health records system which I note has already been funded, and can serve as a basis or else a model) is a
way to ensure accountability, compliance and cost control in the longer run of agents
and self-insurers.
This is a State system and it is more cost effective for the State to own and control it.
Ideally WorkCover would plug into a national eHealth record keeping system and be
managed by public health networks as an issue of playing to strengths and working
to outcomes.

Even by an outputs based measure
[agent, name redacted] falls very far
short of what is reasonable for a mega multi-national to be supplying to the public.
I note that there is currently no incentive on the part of these private sector insurers
and businesses to fund any such outcome and I offer that it would allow the state to
more effectively maintain oversight of compliance with the detail of the Act, at arm's
length, from the desk top as they seem to already be doing, without the problem of
capture or 'best possible' evidence being selectively presented to auditors.
2) Regulatory amendments
•

Independence" and the duty of care of an IME to a claimant to be defined.

Currently, an IME is independent of the fiduciary duty to act in a claimant’s interest as
a patient needing medical care, but apparently not the captured interest of agents
who are going ‘doctor shopping’.
This must be addressed.
That any practitioner would agree to join a scheme in which the needs of vulnerable
people are disregarded says a lot about what is wrong with these IMEs in the first
place.
Independence seems to mean ‘independent of the best clinical interests of a
claimant’ and yet it doesn't seem to require independence from agents or any duty to
report corrupt behaviour by agents to the regulator, when it should.
At least one IME I met is plainly using WorkCover to rehabilitate his practice from
what should have been a career ending period of his life in which he failed ordinary
tests of reasonable care in every facet of his performance.
1) The framework to be redeveloped to factor for corporate bad behaviour.
2) New, more and more extreme penalties for agents and self-insurers to be created
and a reporting and rating / satisfaction scheme to be instituted governing
breaches by agents and self-insurers, including minor infractions such as existing
statutory timeframes to be created.
3) new rights of appeal to an independent arbitrator who is not a mediator and is
more able to police breaches in a non-neutral way is required.
4) As an observation, mediators appear to be constantly moving their position to the
middle, whilst the agents keep taking ever more extreme positions.
5) The result is that Mediators are not remaining ‘neutral’ in any meaningful way,
because they equate neutrality with centrism; and are mediating disputes as
though every argument has two sides, when in reality a breach of a statute is not
something that the system would or should be taking up
6) I further note:
a) that the private sector profit motive of these businesses and
b) the non-binding effects of the public purpose for which a workers’
compensation scheme has been set up in the State
c) needs to be revisited and reinstated as a first principle from which there is no
departing: partly based on your own reports, partly based on evidence heard
at the Hayne Royal Commission, and certainly based my own anecdotal
experience.

7) Internal appeals are an obvious and easily and frequently abused and exploited,
conflict of interest. They must go.
8) IME's must be independent of the agent as well as the patient, and randomly,
anonymously selected from an uncontaminated pool of people who’s reputations
are untarnished at all, and not just ‘right now’.
9) An IME's fiduciary responsibilties to claimants (if they have them) either need to
be articulated and if they exist, enforced.
10) Tests of character are material.
11) My trust was breached.
12) If a practitioner has engaged in unbecoming conduct they should prevented from
becoming an IME not allowed to use the system to rehabilitate their reputation.
1. Pay your bills on time. Failure to pay caused my GP to take me out of the
WorkCover system by virtue of his stopping making claims, something he
didn't disclose to me and
[agent, name redacted] did not disclose to
me.
2. Deschedule and find a more flexible fluid approach to funding and approving
subsidised treatment. The schedule is causing practitioners to refuse
WorkCover patients because it isn't cost neutral.
3. [Sidebar a schedule is an inappropriate instrument for making a list of prices
payable for private sector services, unless that instrument is going to be
updated and maintained regularly, at least annually, to ensure that it reflects a
realistic market price.
4. It was disingenuous for the regulator to claim it had no knowledge that service
providers refuse to trade with WorkCover patients (Ombudsman, 2011) either
because the price is too low and/or because of the excessive delay in being
paid.
5. Service Level Agreements, monitoring and financial penalties for refusal and
delay, must be created and policed, to prevent this from reoccurring.]
6. I appeal for the framework to be rewritten so that it contemplates all manner of
wrongdoing by agents, from minor administrative failure, through to systemic
and consistent wilful, negligent or reckless under-performance of the kind that
IBAC has been set up to investigate and that outsourced public sector work be
more clearly defined as being subject to the higher standards public sector is
generally put to.
7. More importantly, there must be new, and onerous financial penalties and
consequences for administrative breaches and no tolerance for private sector
complaints that his is harmful to profits should be accepted because you
outsourced this work to them to hold them contractually accountable.
8. If they cannot perform that is to your material benefit as the State and the way
that private sector for profit arms operate.
9. Between Metro and WorkCover, what is that you think outsourcing does?
10. Punitive clauses are there for a reason. Please enforce them, or else cease
outsourcing this work and renationalise or retender these services, because at
the moment it’s the worst of all worlds.
11. Profits are being privatised and negative effects are being socialised. I would
rather a dysfunctional public sector than to perpetuate the fraud that

compensation is a market and the private sector is any better at delivering
outcomes when the evidence shows that it isn’t.

